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The Effect of Automated Underwriting on the Profitability of Mortgage

Securitization

Abstract

Over the past two years, many mortgage market analysts have praised automated

underwriting as a technological innovation that will lower the costs of processing mortgage

applications.  However, automated underwriting is unlikely to decrease processing costs

uniformly for all mortgage applications.  Instead, it makes identifying and processing low-risk

mortgage borrowers less costly, but may not significantly lower the costs of identifying and

processing relatively high-risk applicants.   Our results suggest that after the one-time cost

reduction produced by automated underwriting, the resulting mortgage market equilibrium is

characterized by lower mortgage rates and lower profits for the mortgage securitizer.
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We use the term mortgage securitization, but our model applies to any process where2

someone other than the mortgage originator bears the credit risk of the mortgage (for
example, mortgage insurers, or mortgage purchasers who then hold the mortgage in their own
portfolio.)

The Effect of Automated Underwriting on the Profitability of Mortgage

Securitization

Introduction

Over the past two years, many mortgage market analysts have praised automated

underwriting as a technological innovation that will lower the costs of processing mortgage

applications.  However, automated underwriting is unlikely to decrease processing costs

uniformly for all mortgage applications.  Instead, it makes identifying and processing low-risk

mortgage borrowers less costly, but may not significantly lower the costs of identifying and

processing relatively high-risk applicants.  Ironically, by only lowering the costs of

determining who is a lower-risk applicant, automated underwriting--the technological

innovation in the mortgage markets during the 1990s--may undermine the profitability of the

most important mortgage market innovation during the 1980s--mortgage securitization.

Mortgage originators who can fund mortgages directly (e.g. banks and thrifts) can

potentially engage in adverse selection against the mortgage securitizer, holding relatively

more good credit risks in portfolio and selling poorer credit risks.    In this setting, originators2

who acquire a lower-cost method of underwriting mortgage applicants may screen and hold

more of the less risky mortgages.  The securitizer reacts to greater adverse selection by

raising yields on mortgage-backed securities, which reduces the originators incentive to

screen.  Our restuls suggests that after the one-time cost reduction produced by automated

underwriting, the resulting equilibrium is characterized by lower mortgage rates and lower

profits for the mortgage securitizer. 

 

Automated Underwriting and the Mortgage Market

Automated underwriting has three components: a credit assessment using a credit
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For a detailed overview of credit scoring in the mortgage market, see Robert A.3

Avery, et.al. (1996).  For more general reviews of credit scoring, see Altman(1980), Altman
and Haldman (1995), Greene (1992), and Lewis (1994).

Most credit scoring algorithms for mortgages retrieve only a summary credit score4

from the credit bureau (in the United States, this summary score is almost always created for
the credit bureau by either Fair, Isaac Companies or by Management Decision Systems).  The
summary scores, along with other information, are then incorporated into a mortgage credit
scoring algorithm. Fannie Mae’s and Freddie Mac’s guidelines suggest that the creditor use at
least two credit bureau scores.

score, an evaluation of the borrower’s ability to carry debt using financial ratios, and a

collateral assessment using a statistical appraisal of property.  One or all of these components

can be automated, although the focus of most automation efforts is to combine a easy-to-

obtain consumer credit score with a minimal amount of other information to produce a

mortgage credit score for the applicant. 

Credit scoring is a means of evaluating the creditworthiness of loan applicants using a

numerical index.   If the index exceeds a predetermined threshold, then the applicant is3

extended credit subject to verification of information; otherwise, the applicant is either

referred to a human underwriter for additional review or is denied credit.

Used for years in the credit card industry, credit scoring has only recently been applied

to mortgage applications by depository institutions, mortgage insurance companies, and

mortgage securitizers.  These firms argue that combining the consumer credit scoring with

other financial information can produce mortgage credit score that is a reliable measure of

credit risk.  According to these firms, basing mortgage credit decisions on a mortgage credit

score will lower the cost of origination and speed up the approval process because the score

can be generated quickly from data available at the time of application. 

To produce a mortgage credit score quickly, most automated mortgage underwriting

systems rely heavily on the consumer credit reports produced by three major consumer credit

bureaus in the United States: Equifax, Trans Union and Esperian (formerly TRW). 

Information from the bureaus can be electronically retrieved within minutes and then

integrated into a mortgage credit scoring model.  4
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Along with problems associated with data availability and accuracy, the relative5

inexperience with credit scoring for mortgages raises questions about its reliability. 
Overriding these concerns, however, is the intense competition in the mortgage industry,
which is hastening the rapid adoption of these techniques. 

Loan Prospector's scoring system is proprietary.  However, based on information 6

published by Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae, as well as the score card used in Freddie Mac's
Affordable Housing program (called the "Gold Measure Worksheet"), the bulk of the
judgement about future delinquency or default is based on the credit score created from the
credit bureau file (see Holloway and Jaske (1995)), while traditional underwriting measures
(loan-to-value ratios and debt burden ratios) receive significantly less weight.  Many of the 
determinants of mortgage default, such as loan-to-value ratios, are well-established.  However,
there is still substantial variation in defaults risks (see Vandell (1993, 1995), Quigley and Van
Order(1995), and Guttentag (1992).) 

But in an automated underwriting system for mortgages, the consumer credit report is

not the sole determinant of creditworthiness.  Other important determinants are the value of

the property relative to the loan being requested and the payment burdens imposed by the

mortgage, information that may not be available at the time of application.  In addition, the

applicant may provide information about their income, wealth, and employment on the

mortgage application, but this information can be difficult to verify quickly.  The absence of

accurate, validated information makes the assessment of creditworthiness less precise, and

mortgage originators often respond by setting a relatively high credit score threshold for

immediate loan approval.  5

The two government-sponsored enterprises that dominate the conventional mortgage

markets, the Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) and the Federal Home

Loan Corporation (Freddie Mac) are strong proponents of credit scoring and automated

underwriting.  Freddie Mac's credit scoring system, Loan Prospector, is one of the most

advanced mortgage credit scoring systems.  This system predicts the applicant's default risk

based on his or her credit file and on loan application information.   The lender either6

requests an automated statistical appraisal from Freddie Mac or provides an appraisal.  Based

on the default prediction, Freddie Mac either agrees to purchase the mortgage or refers it to

traditional underwriting.  Using this system, 50 to 60 percent of mortgages can be processed
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For a detailed review of the systems offered by Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae, see the7

annual report of their regulator, the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight (OFHEO,
1995 and 1996).  

See "Freddie: Automated System to Bring Half of 1997 Volume,"  American Banker,8

November 18, 1996.  Fannie Mae is also strongly pushing credit scoring with a system that is
similar to Loan Prospector (see "Fannie Makes A Commitment to Credit Scoring," American
Banker, November 1, 1995.)

Freddie Mac is now working with the Federal Housing Administration (the FHA) on9

the scoring of government-insured mortgages and has extended its models to nonconforming
mortgages such as jumbo loans.

in under 10 days, with a cost savings of about $1000 per loan.  As both GSEs are trying to

establish market share (many lenders may not use both systems), charges for Loan Prospector

have been minimal.   By October 1996, 350 lenders were actively using Loan Prospector with7

about 13,000 mortgages scored each month--about 20 percent of Freddie Mac's purchase

volume.  Freddie Mac expects about 50 percent of its loans to be scored by the end of 1997.  8

Many observers expect that soon all mortgage applications will be initially evaluated

according to the applicant's credit score.   The gains to credit scoring, however, will not9

accrue to all applicants equally.  As expressed by one provider of mortgage credit: 

Only when information is clear-cut, as it is with applicants from both
extremes of the creditworthiness spectrum, is the fully automated system
at its peak reliability.  Lenders need only look at a "in-file" credit report
to grant a loan to a good credit applicant--or to deny a loan to an applicant
with poor credit.  In the large gray area between, good underwriting
expertise is key because an automated data base cannot determine whether
a gray-area loan should be approved.  In these cases, human judgement
and discretion are needed (Kunkel, 1995).

If this statement is accurate, then the bulk of the cost savings from automated

underwriting accrues during the evaluation of applicants who have either very good or very

bad credit records.  In such cases, a credit report alone is most often sufficient for the lender

to decide whether or not to extend credit.  Other mortgages are referred to human

underwriters, with little obvious cost savings for these applicants.
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For a discussion about the conditions under which adverse selection with mortgage10

securitization can raise, rather than lower, mortgage rates, see Passmore and Sparks (1996).

Jim Johnson, Chairman, Fannie Mae, quoted in "Comment: Wholesale Lending11

Leaves Mortgage Out of the Loop," American Banker, October 31, 1995.

For a discussion of their dominance, see Chinloy (1995),  Goodman and Passmore12

(1992), and Hermalin and Jaffee (1996).

Mortgage Securitization, Adverse Selection and Automated Underwriting

Mortgage securitization affects the origination and funding of mortgages in two

important ways.  First, it lowers the cost of offering mortgages when the securitizer of the

mortgage can bear the credit risk associated with the mortgage at a lower cost than the

originator (for example, the securitizer may have government-sponsored status). 

Second, mortgage securitization introduces an information asymmetry into the

mortgage origination process.  When the option to securitize is available, if a mortgage

originator suspects that a mortgage applicant is a bad credit risk, the originator may keep this

information hidden and attempt to sell the mortgage to a securitizer rather than deny credit to

the mortgage applicant.  The originator's action of selling mortgages of poor credit quality is

an example of adverse selection, which lowers the securitizer's profits and can possibly offset

the cost advantages of securitization.10

Adverse selection is a persistent problem for mortgage securitizers.  To quote the

Chairman of Fannie Mae, speaking to mortgage bankers:

We can't and we won't work with you just on the "hard" cases, the special
cases and the riskier cases.  The profile of the loans you deliver to us must
be similar to the profile of all the conventional mortgages you are
originating.  If the risk profile of the business you deliver to us differs
substantially from the risk profile of your overall  book of business, then
we will have no choice but to believe we have been "adversely selected.11

In the conventional mortgage market--that is, mortgages without FHA or VA backing,

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac dominate the securitization of conforming mortgages, that is  

mortgages that meet the underwriting guidelines of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac and fall

under the size limit (currently $214,600) imposed by Congress.    Fannie Mae and Freddie12
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  The very limited nature of risk-adjusted pricing by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac is13

described by trade press articles, such as by Staples (1996), even though housing markets are
not completely homogenous (see Abraham, et. al., 1994).  Of course, the mortgage terms
(rates, terms, points, rate adjustments and the like) can vary across conforming mortgages.  In
particular, private mortgage insurance is often required for some mortgages to make them
conforming.  The cost of this insurance to the borrower is, to some extent, a risk-adjustment
to the price of the mortgage.  But once private mortgage insurance is purchased, the price
offered for purchasing the insured mortgage is unchanged.   

While there are over 10,000 mortgage originators, the market is somewhat14

concentrated.  Four originators account for over one-quarter of the mortgages sold to Fannie
Mae, Freddie Mac and Ginnie Mae (Norwest Mortgage, Countrywide Home Loans, Chase
Manhattan Mortgage and Fleet Mortgage Corp.).  These institutions have ample resources for
developing and maintaining their own credit scoring models. Countrywide's credit scoring
model includes a measure of the likelihood that Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac will purchase the
loan.

Mac generally offer one price for conforming mortgages (adjusting for the terms of the

mortgages), because from their perspective these loans are of uniform credit quality.13

If the originator has better information than the mortgage securitizer does about the

credit quality of the mortgage, then the potential for adverse selection exists.  Credit scoring

makes it easier for the securitizer to signal to the originator whether a potential mortgage will

be purchased by the securitizer.  But it also changes the technology of the originator by

allowing the originator to build or purchase its own inexpensive credit scoring models.

The model we outline below applies to conforming mortgages that have already passed

the mortgage credit score thresholds established by purchasers such as Fannie Mae and

Freddie Mac.  In this model, the originator has its own credit scoring technology that uses

information not captured by the underwriting guidelines defined by the mortgage purchaser. 

The originator compares its score to that of the mortgage purchaser, and decides whether or

not to sell the mortgage.14

As we formally demonstrate with our model, if automated underwriting lowers the cost

to the originator of identifying good credit risks, then the potential grows for adverse

selection against a mortgage securitizer.  As credit histories become less costly to identify

and score, mortgage originators find it easier to determine who the mortgage securitizer views
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This description of the value added by mortgage originators in given by Mr. Johnson15

in his speech to mortgage bankers, op. cit.

  In our model, the originator cannot offer different mortgage rates to different risk16

types.  We assume that the mortgage rate is posted prior to screening,  and that changing the
offered mortgage rate after screening would be a difficult business practice.  In addition, all
mortgages in our model are mortgages that meet the securitizer's underwriting standards. 
Thus, to deny someone the posted mortgage rate would require a denial that is not based on
public credit history, loan characteristics or well-known borrower characteristics but instead
based on the originator's private information about the borrower or the community. 

See Freddie Mac (1996) for a strong statement promoting the advantages of credit17

scoring, as well as Fannie Mae’s letter to its sellers (1997).

as a good risk and yet still have their private information based on "their local knowledge,

direct contact with borrowers and expert judgement."    This will make it less costly for15

originators to "game" the mortgage securitization process, which lowers the profits of the

mortgage securitizer.16

Our model also highlights the benefit of automated underwriting to the mortgage

borrower.  Since origination costs are reduced, the mortgage rate falls for all conforming

mortgages.  There may be other benefits of automated underwriting, such as making the

mortgage decision more objective and allowing a wider range of factors to be considered,

which are not addressed by our model.17

Proponents of automated underwriting are hopeful that it can also alleviate concerns

about possible discrimination against nontraditional mortgage applicants (discrimination based

on gender, race or ethnic group) because its treatment of mortgage applicants is independent

of the likes and dislikes of a particular mortgage originator.  As our model is limited to the

discussion of conforming mortgage borrowers (and thus all applicants become borrowers), it

has few implications for the acceptance or rejection of nonconforming-mortgage applicants. 

However, to the degree that nontraditional borrowers or borrowers with small downpayments

are currently more costly to screen, our model suggests that credit scoring will result in more

of these mortgages being held in bank portfolios rather than being securitized because

mortgage credit scoring will make it less costly for the bank to determine the applicant's
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The higher risks low downpayment borrowers is discussed in Deng, et. al. (1996).18

However, credit scoring, to the degree it allows underwriters to rely less on downpayment to
control default risk, also may substanitally increase the number of lower-income borrowers
coming into the market (see Linneman and Wachter, 1989). 

Both Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac must meet goals, established by HUD, about the19

proportion of low income, central city and affordable housing mortgages purchases among
their annual purchases of mortgages.  For a brief review of these goals, see the OFHEO
annual report (1995), pages 12-14.

credit quality.   Ironically, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, who are both strong proponents of18

automated underwriting and who are both under pressure to increase their purchases of

mortgages extended to lower-income borrowers, may find it more difficult to increase the

holdings of these types of mortgages as automated underwriting becomes more prevalent.19

The Model  

To examine the issues described above, we employ a model of the interactions

between mortgage borrowers, mortgage originators (here referred to as “banks”), and the

mortgage securitizer.  The model has two types of mortgage borrowers who qualify for

securitization.  Type A households have a low probability of defaulting on a mortgage,

whereas type B households have a high probability of defaulting.  The probabilities of default

are denoted by q >q >0 respectively.   All agents know that the proportion of type AB A

households is p and that the proportion of type B households is (1-p).  Initially, however,

nobody knows the type of any individual applicant; the bank only obtains this information

through screening an applicant.

To introduce the idea of disparate screening (underwriting) costs, we assume that there

are infinitely many type A customers whose expected screening costs, �c  i=1,...,∞ , arei

distributed uniformly on the real line interval [0,�], where c∈[0,1].  Likewise, type Bi

customers have expected screening costs, �c  i=1,...,∞ ,  which are distributed uniformly oni

the real line interval [0,�], where c∈[0,1] and �>�.  These assumptions imply that type Bi

borrowers have, on average, higher screening costs that type A borrowers, and that at lower

levels of screening costs there are more type A borrowers than type B borrowers.
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(1)

We capture the notion that mortgages yield a higher expected return when they are

extended to low-risk borrowers rather than to high-risk borrowers by defining:

where r  (j=A,B) is the gross expected rate of return on a mortgage extended to a type jj

borrower, q  is the default probability, r is the posted mortgage rate, and r is the return on aj Dj  

defaulted mortgage.  Assuming that q < q  and that r>r >r , we obtain the desired result A B DA DB 

that the expected return on a type A mortgage is greater than the expected return on a type B

mortgage (i.e. r >r ). A B

To focus attention on equilibria where at least some mortgages are securitized, we

assume that r >r +	>r ,  where  r  is the yield on the mortgage-backed security and 	>0 isA S B S

the private value of liquidity to the lender who holds a mortgage-backed security rather than a

mortgage itself.  Thus, r  +	 is the total return to the lender from securitizing the mortgage.S

The inequality r  +	 > r  implies that it is more profitable for the loan originator toS B

securitize the mortgages of know type Bs, where this knowledge is acquired either by

screening the applicant or by observing that the applicant's screening cost is too high to be

consistent with a type A.  (Since type B's have, on average, higher screening costs than type

A's, some type B's are readily identified by their high screening costs (�c  > �), and do noti

require screening to reveal their type.)  Conversely, the inequality  r  > r  +	 implies that theA S

originator will not securitize the mortgages of screened type As.

The originator must also decide what to do with unscreened mortgages of unknown

types.  Two cases are of interest:

(2)

where z (which equals p r  + (1-p)�/� r ) is the return on a portfolio of unscreenedA B
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(3)

(4)

mortgages held by the banks. 

 In Case 1, the return from securitizing exceeds the expected return from holding an

unscreened mortgage, so the originator chooses to securitize all unscreened mortgages as well

as the screened type Bs.   Only the mortgages of screened type As are held in the bank's

portfolio.  In Case 2, the originator securitizes only mortgages of known type Bs and holds all

other mortgages in its portfolio.

Who Gets Screened?

We assume that the originator knows the cost of screening (underwriting) each

mortgage applicant.  To maximize profits, the originator chooses a "cutoff" screening cost

(here denoted k).  All applicants above this cost k are not screened and all below are

screened.  The cutoff is always chosen such that k ≤ � because all applicants with costs

above � are already know to be type Bs, and  screening them provides no additional

information.  From our assumptions on the distributions of screening costs, we may write the

conditional probability that a screened applicant is a type A as:

and the probability that a screened applicant is a type B is 1-P .A

Let s  denote applicant I's screening cost, which the originator observes costlessly.  Ini

Case 1, the originator compares the returns from not screening to the returns from screening

and decides not to screen if and only if:

which says that the return from not screening and then securitizing the mortgage exceeds the

expected return from screening the mortgage.
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(5)

(6)

(7)

  The cutoff screening cost for Case 1, k , is computed by solving  for s  with (4)1 i

rewritten as an equality and imposing the constraint k  ≤ �: 1

Since applicants with screening costs at or below k  are screened, equation (5)1

suggests that the originator desires to screen more applicants as the return on a type A

mortgage increases relative to the return on a mortgage backed security (but in equilibrium

the securitizer might raise the MBS rate to offset this desire).  We also note that screening

increases with  (i) an increase in the the probability of a screened applicant being a type A,

(ii) a fall in the cost of screening a type A falls relative to a type B (note that �/� is part of

P ), and (iii) a rise in the proportion of type A's in the population, p. A

Similarly, we solve for the cutoff screening cost in Case 2, where unscreened

borrowers are held in the bank's portfolio rather than securitized.  In this case, the originator

will not screen if:

Solving for the cutoff in Case 2 yields:

 

The dependence of k   and k  on r  provides a means by which the mortgage1 2 S

securitizer may, by setting r , influence the proportion of borrowers screened, and whether theS

originator securitizes unscreened mortgages (that is, whether Case 1 or Case 2 holds).  We

now turn to solving for r .S
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(8)

Solving for the MBS Interest Rate

In our model, the bank decides which mortgage applicants to screen using the

marginal profit conditions described above, while taking as given both the interest rate on

mortgages and the yield on mortgage-backed securities (MBS).  In Case 1, the bank screens

all applicants with screening costs at or below level k , whereas in Case 2, the cutoff is k . 1 2

Now we consider the possibilty of strategic behavior by the mortgage securitizer. Suppose the

securitizer knows the bank's screening rule and acts like a Stackleberg monopolist, adjusting

the MBS rate to reflect this knowledge.  The securitizer influences the bank's screening in

two ways: by putting the bank in Case 1 or Case 2, as indicated in (2), and by determining

the bank's cutoff screening cost within each case.  The mortgage securitizer desires to limit

the amount of screening because screening leads to adverse selection, as the bank keeps all

type As who are found.

We assume that the mortgage rate is determined by the competitive nature of the

mortgage origination industry, where the easy entry and exit of mortgage originators drives

economic profits to zero.  Thus, an equilibrium set of mortgage and MBS rates is one where

the securitizer's profits are maximized, each bank follows the optimal screening rule, and the

bank's profit are zero. We now describe how we derive this equilibrium.

In Case 1, the mortgage securitizer’s expected return per mortgage applicant (above

the securitizer’s cost of capital, r  ) are:k

where L is the securitizer’s leverage, �  is the proportion of mortgages that are unscreenedu

and have screening costs in the range s   ≤ �, too low to imply the applicant is necessarily ai

type B; �  is the proportion of mortgages that are screened; and �  is the proportion ofs B

mortgage that are unscreened and have screening costs s  > �, signaling to the originator thati

the applicant is a type B.  On unscreened mortgages, the securitizer earns z--the return on an

unscreened portfolio (which is P *r +(1- P )*r --and incurs costs of r +r /L.  For screenedA A A B S k

mortgages and for mortgages that are clearly type Bs because of high screening costs, the
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(10)

(11)

securitizer earns r and again incurs costs of  r +r /L.B s k

In Case 2, the mortgage securitizer's expected return is:

(9)

In this case, the securitizer can purchase only type Bs, which yield a positive profit if  r isB  

greater than  r +r /L.  On the other hand, the bank would not securitize type B mortgagess k

unless r +	 > r .  Combining these two inequalities, we find that Case 2 can only be ans B 

equilibrium if 	 > r  -r  , that is, bank's private liquidity premium must be positive and ratherB s

large.

 The mortgage securitizer must consider both Case 1 and Case 2 simultaneously, and

will not operate if profits are negative. The mortgage securitizer maximizes profit, taking into

account the bank’s optimal choices of screening threshold, k. The bank’s choice of cutoff

screening cost determines the proportions of mortgages screened and unscreened.  Thus,

changes in r  affect both the costs and the expected revenues of the mortgage securitizer.  ForS

example. Lowering r  decreases the mortgage securitizer's interest payout on the MBS butS

increases the proportion of borrowers screened. The latter effect implies that each securitized

mortgage is more likely to be a bad risk, thereby reducing the mortgage securitizer's expected

revenues.

Using equations (5) and (7), and our assumptions about the distributions of screening

costs, we find that the proportion of unscreened mortgages of unknown type is :

and the proportion of unscreened mortgages of known type Bs is:
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(12)

(13)

(14)

The proportion of mortgages screened is:

Examining the bounds for k, we note that if k*=0, then the bank only knows the type

for borrowers whose screening costs are above �.   Whereas if k=�, the bank knows the type

of all mortgage borrowers. 

We solve for the mortgage securitizer's optimal choice of the MBS rate using the

program Mathematica (Wolfram, 1991).  The actual solution is messy, but it can be written

as:

The securitizer's choice of MBS rate is dependent on the mortgage rate.  We solve for

the mortgage rate by examining the condition that long-run bank profits are zero.

Solving for the Mortgage Interest Rate

In Case 1, the bank's expected profit function is:

where C  represents screening costs and  C  represents funding costs.  In Case 1, the return ons F

unscreened mortgages is the MBS rate plus the liquidity value of the securities (	), whereas

in Case 2 it is the weighted average rate of unscreened mortgages, z.  All other components

of the profit function are the same in the two cases.  Thus,
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(15)

(16)

(17)

The costs of screening, summed across type A's and B's, are:

If k= �, then all type A's are screened and their average cost is �/2.  Not all type B's are

screened because some have costs above �.

Finally, the funding costs to the bank for the mortgages held in portfolio are a

combination of deposits and a minimal return on capital.  As will be described below, our

model imposes on the banking industry a long-run condition of a competitive return on

equity.  For simplicity, and because our focus is not on bank liabilities, we assume that the

regulatory capital standards are binding, that the bank always prefers low-cost insured

deposits for funding, and that the bank's cost of funds is:

where r is the deposit rate, r  is the minimum return on equity and kap is the regulatoryf k 

capital requirement.

We assume that the bank posts a mortgage rate for a conforming mortgage, and has

already determined that the borrower qualifies for such a mortgage.  The bank cannot make

the mortgage rate contingent on the private information that the bank would acquire about the

borrower's credit risk if it decides to screen the borrower because it would reveal the private

information to the securitizer (it would also be difficult to implement because the pre-

screening mortgage rate has already been advertised).  In the long-run, capital inflows or

outflows will drive the expected profits from mortgage applicants to equal r .  In other words,K

the bank's profit, are zero.  

We use Mathematica to solve the equation describing the securitizer's choice of MBS
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For Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac delinquency rates, see their 1995 Annual reports. 20

For Freddie Mac's cumulative default rate, see R. Van Order and P. Zorn (1995).  For FHA
default rates, see Berkovec, et. al (1994).  For an analysis which includes a comparison of
this default and loss rates of these institutions see G. Canner. W. Passmore and B. Surette
(1996).

Van Order and Zorn, op. cit.21

  However, if the mortgage is cured through either a loan modification or a home22

sale prior to foreclosure, the losses may fall to a range of $7,000 to $24,000. See "Examining
Secondary Market Trends, America's Community Banker, April 1996.

rate (equation 12) and an equation setting bank profits equal to zero simultaneously for r and

r .  This set of rates, which are unique in our model, describe a long-run mortgage marketS 

equilibrium. Once r and r are know, then k and the securitizer's profits are known.  Since theS 

proportion of mortgages screened (k) is bounded between zero and �, we must check any

proposed parameterization of the model to see that these conditions are met.

Parameterization of the Model 

  In our example, we assume that 80 percent of the mortgage applicants are type A

borrowers and 20 percent are type B.  By assumption, Type A borrowers have an annual

default rate of 10 basis points and type B a default rate of 60 basis points, implying that the

aggregate default rate for all mortgages held by all institutions would be 56 basis points. 

The cumulative default rate for Freddie Mac mortgages during the 1980s and early

1990s was about 2.16 percent, with default rate ranges from .79 to 6.20 percent depending on

the loan-to-value ratio for the mortgage.   This ranges imply annual default rates from under

10 basis points to as high as 60 basis points.  For FHA loans, the cumulative default rates

range from 5 percent to 15 percent, implying annual default rates ranging from 50 to 150

basis points.   Thus, our assumptions for this example seem to be well within the range of20

plausible values.

We assume the losses on defaults are 40 percent of the loan amount for type A

mortgages and 50 percent for type B mortgages.  For Freddie Mac, losses on a foreclosure

run about 40 percent on their typical conforming mortgage of roughly $110,000.    Losses21 22
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See Cotterman (1994), Cotterman and Pearce (1996), Hendershott and Shilling23

(1989), Nothaft (1996), and Treasury (1996).

Of course, some of this "liquidity" is an artifact of special treatment for government24

agency mortgage backed securities.  For example, bank regulators also allow the bank to hold
less capital if mortgages are held as securities issued by government-sponsored enterprise or
agency.  This capital inducement may have cause some depository institutions to shift to
holding more mortgage-backed securities. See Cordell and King (1995) and Passmore (1994). 
In addition, many investment entities (e.g. municipalities, trusts, mutual funds) can only invest
in government agency mortgage-backed securities. 

on FHA mortgages range from 45 to 55 percent.  Thus, our assumed loss rate is also within

the reasonable range of values.

The minimum regulatory capital requirement for a bank's mortgage holdings is 4

percent, but in practice regulators encourage banks to maintain ratios above 5 percent, the rate

we used in our numerical optimization.  The securitizer in our model must hold the regulatory

minimum capital requirement currently applied to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac: 45 cents of

capital for each $100 of MBSs issued. 

We assume that the shareholders of a bank expect a minimum return of 15 percent on

their capital, a value consistent with actual bank returns on equity during the 1990s.   The all-

in-cost, weighted-average cost of funds for the banks is set a 5 percent, a figure again chosen

to be consistent with recent history.

Several studies have attempted to measure the value of securitization in the mortgage

market by comparing the yield on mortgages above the conforming size limit to the yield on

mortgages below the conforming size limit.  This measure has many problems, but the

stylized fact that arises from these investigations is that government-sponsored securitization

may have lowered mortgage rates anywhere from zero to 50 basis points, with the average

value hovering around 25 basis points but trending down in recent years.   For our23

simulation, we assume that the value to the bank of the liquidity from holding a mortgage-

backed security is 20 basis points.24

 Of course, the mortgage securitizer captures some of this value when setting the MBS

interest rate.  It does not, however, appear that much of this liquidity premium is captured in
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For estimates of Fannie's and Freddie's administrative costs, see Capone (1996).25

See Passmore (1992).26

See Mortgage Bankers Association of America (1995).27

the securitization fees.  For example, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac generally charge about 24

basis points or less for a securitization, of which roughly 7 to 12 basis points is thought to be

administrative costs, 5 to 7 basis points the charge levied to cover the "hurdle rate" or

minimum return to equity, and roughly 8 to 10 basis points for credit risk.  In our

parameterization, we assume that the securitizer's transaction costs and the required return on

capital amounts to 17 basis points .25

The final parameter of interest is the cost of screening a type A mortgage applicant. 

We assume that the maximum cost of screening a type B is 1 percent, and then vary the costs

of screening a type A from 0 to 1 percent.  In 1989, the average cost of mortgage origination

has been estimated to range from 1 to 2 percent.   Total origination costs for the average26

mortgage in 1994 appear to be somewhat above 2 percent, but this cost involves much more

than screening costs.27

Comparative Statics  

We argue that increased used of automated underwriting can be modeled as a

declining cost of screening type A borrowers relative to type B borrowers.   The marginal

cost of underwriting is the cost to the bank of collecting the private information the bank

desires about risk.  All mortgages extended by banks in our model are eligible to be

purchased by a securitizer, but the bank can find out private information about type A

mortgages easily with minimal additional investigation or use of its own mortgage credit

scoring model, whereas such information is more costly for a type B mortgage  (for example,

the mortgage must be underwritten by a human underwriter to uncover private information).  

We argue that technological change is lowering the cost to the bank of developing or

purchasing a mortgage credit scoring model, making it easier for the bank to identify more

type A mortgage borrowers among the mortgages it is considering selling to the securitizer. 
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One possibility is that k=0 in Case 2.  Here, the bank keeps all mortgages except28

those known to be type B's without screening.  But when k=0 (in either Case 1 or 2), the
mortgage rate is fixed by the marginal profit condition for the bank, and not by the entry and
exit of banks.  Thus, bank profits cannot adjust to the parameters, and in the examples we
have investigated, bank profits are always negative.  We rule out cases with k=0 because of
these problems.  

As outlined above, there are two cases of interest: the first where the bank securitizes

all unscreened mortgages and the second where the bank keeps these mortgages.  Using the

parameters described above, and the equilibrium solution for the mortgage rate and the MBS

rate, we find that the unconstrained screening cost cutoff in Case 2 is negative (figure 1). 

Recall, this cutoff must fall between zero and the maximum screening cost for a type A

borrower. 

The solution for Case 2 is outside this range for these parameters (as well as all other

sets of parameters we investigated) because the mortgage securitizer receives only type B

mortgages, and thus offers the bank an MBS rate than is below the yield on a type B

mortgage, where that yield includes the bank's private liquidity premium.  While securitization

is a theoretical possibility in Case 2, we have yet to construct a plausible example based on

realistic parameters where securitization exists in this Case.  Thus, from this point, we focus

only on Case 1.    28

The mortgage rate declines as the cost of screening type A borrowers declines (figure

2).  The decline is about the same as the decline in screening costs, implying that the

securitizer is unable to capture even some of the cost savings. (Recall, banks are perfectly

competitive in our model, and thus pass any savings immediately to the borrower).

The MBS rate is almost unmoved by the decline.  The securitizer is unable to lower

this rate as the bank's cost of screening falls because it does not wish to induce even more

screening by the bank.

In our model, banks--in the long-run--are indifferent about the mortgage rate

offered, the MBS interest rate, or the proportioned screened because they earn zero profits. 

Instead, the capacity of the banking industry to make mortgages adjusts to reflect the

movement of banks in and out of the mortgage market in response to profit incentives.  The
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Note that the rate of return to mortgage securitization seems to be low, even for29

government-sponsored enterprises (Capone, 1996).  In fact, both Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
have increased the share of mortgages they hold directly relative to those they securitize
because of the relatively low returns to securitization (CBO, 1996, page 7 ; OFHEO, 1996,
page 39.)  Fannie Mae's and Freddie Mac's substantial government advantage in funding
mortgages is documented in Ambrose and Warga (1995). 

securitizer, however, can earn positive or negative profits.  

The securitizer return on equity declines as type A screening costs decline (figure 3).  

This decline in income reflects the heavier cherry picking by the banks.  As the costs of

identifying type A's falls, the banks screen more and keep more type A borrowers.  The credit

quality of the securitizer's portfolio falls, while the securitizer is required to use its MBS yield

to offset the adverse consequences of increased adverse selection.  In this example, the

securitizer's desire to induce less screening by maintaining a relatively high MBS rate is

successful, as the proportion of mortgages screening falls sharply (Figure 4).

As screening costs fall, the securitizer's profit eventually falls below the competitive

return on capital.  The securitizer would cease to securitize mortgages once screening costs of

type A fell below this level.  The lower costs to the bank of adversely selecting mortgages

drives the securitizer out of business.

As described earlier, many mortgage purchasers or insurers-particularly Fannie Mae

and Freddie Mac--are investing heavily in the technology of credit scoring.  While the

purpose of this investment is to determine which mortgages can be sold or insured, these

investments have the spillover effect of lowering the costs of credit scoring for mortgage

originators as well.  We conjecture that some of the promoters of mortgage credit scoring are

aware of the adverse selection problems created as this technology becomes more diffuse, but

see their future as information services providers and as not mortgage securitizers or

purchasers.   In addition, some promoters may foresee that credit scoring may promote the29

breakdown of average cost pricing in the mortgage market, partly offsetting the adverse

selection effects described here.  Finally, mortgage securitizers and insurers cannot sit on the

sidelines as their competition develops and promotes automated underwriting, regardless of

the effects these developments have on the mortgage securitization or insurance business.
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The social welfare implications of lower costs for bank screening are clear.  Mortgage

borrowers are better off because mortgage rates are lower.  The securitizer's shareholders are

worse off.   Of course, if screening costs fall too far, securitization ceases to be possible.  Our

model does not attempt to describe the entry and exit decisions of current or potential

securitizers.

Conclusion  

Using a game-theoretic model of mortgage securitization, we illustrate the effects of a

one-time decrease in the costs to a mortgage originator of finding a good mortgage credit

risk.  Perhaps surprisingly, we find that this decrease, which we ascribe to automated

underwriting, makes mortgage securitization more difficult because adverse selection

problems become more severe for the securitizer.   Lower costs for underwriting encourages

originators to pursue higher expected profits by screening more mortgage applicants in hopes

of holding more good risks in their portfolio--applicants who would have been approved and

securitized without this additional screening.  Our model raises the possibility that the benefits

from automated underwriting may be partly offset by the adverse selection problems incurred

by the mortgage securitizer, as originators attempt to "game" the system and securitizers

attempt to defend against such "gaming."   However, the mortgage borrower appears to

benefit from the lower costs of mortgage origination, even as the profits of the securitizer fall.
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